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ABSTRACT 

The study aimed to Identify the values of some biomechanical variables for the player and the ball when 
performing the shooting skill by jumping in front of the hand ball with the research sample, To know the 
accuracy of the skill performance when performing the shooting skill by jumping forward with the hand ball 
of the research sample. 

The research sample included some players of Basra Municipality's handball club 2020-2021 AD, whose 
number is (8) players, because they are of high level, and their percentage (50%) from the original 
community of (16) players. A special video camera with (Dart fish) sport skill analysis programmer were 
used to determine the biomechanical variables. All data were treated by SPSS-Ver 21 Statistical programme. 

It was found through the biomechanical variables that the research sample possesses good qualifications in 
performing the skill of shooting by jumping forward and thus their results were good, the research sample did 
not have an acceptable level in the accuracy index variable due to the fact that the goal-hit accuracy results 
were weak, which led to a low level of accuracy index indication despite the fact that Time ratio they have 
good. 

Keywords: Biomechanical and Sport, Handball Scoring, Kinetic Analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Handball is one of the games that have the character of accuracy and rapid performance during play, whether 
from the movements of the players or the ball, which depend on the number of injuries recorded by each team in 
the goal of the other team, so it is necessary to master the skill of correction of all kinds because it is the essence 
of the offensive process, and that the correction process In handball, it is very important, and shooting with low 
accuracy is sometimes what limits the opportunity to shoot, and one of the reasons for low accuracy in shooting 
occurs due to a change in biomechanical performance often, especially if there is a wall or a blocking wall in 
front of the player who is shooting, but these errors are almost invalid. Accurately known due to its fast 
performance, Dhurgham Abdul Salam Neamah and Wael Kassem Jawad (2015) point out that anything the player 
or team does is a contribution towards creating scoring chances because it is the winning team in the game that 
has brought the ball into the opponent's goal more often and legally, and that this process is not done Only 
through scoring (1). 

Biomechanics has a great role and interest through applied work and subjecting the players to scientific 
experiments, so this science contributed greatly to the events of tangible progress in all fields and not to sports 
activities by identifying the values of the most important biomechanical variables with a positive impact in 
achieving the best level of performance or achievement together as well as diagnosing The weaknesses that are 
negatively characterized when implementing the biomechanical requirements for performance through which the 
skill performance is evaluated. These experiments included the mechanics of the skill performance of each 
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player, which gives or instructs the coach to the extent of the player's ability during the match in addition to the 
extent of his ability to perform the required duty in terms of tactics. It was individual or collective through a pre-
agreed tactical sentence, that the performance requirements lie in the player's access to a high level of accuracy as 
the skill of correction is the final outcome of all moves and plans drawn by the coach and that not hitting the goal 
means that all offensive skills are useless. All coaches strive to end this stage with a successful shot in order to 
defeat the opposing team, Hussam Mohamed Gaber and others (2017) points out that the aiming is only the final 
result of the attack in the hope of scoring a goal where a suitable situation is created in which a team member can 
perform a direct throw with a good opportunity to score (2). 

Through the researchers 's follow-up of the scientific training resources, research and studies, he noticed that 
there are many experiments with the skill of shooting in handball and that their purpose is to identify the 
biomechanical variables of skill in general, and the researchersdid not notice a study that in the case of increasing 
the approximate jog distance, will there be changes in the level of skill performance Mechanically, are there 
changes in the path of the ball or its mechanical variables and thus will affect the accuracy of the skillful 
performance, which is the final outcome of the correction phase. Hence, the importance of research in studying 
and subjecting players to research and experimentation in order to stand some biomechanical indicators that 
affect the accuracy of skill performance in order to identify The obstacles that players face during performance in 
addition to developing their skillful performance through accurate performance in the handball game, and thus 
contribute to raising the level of our players, which will benefit the results of our teams at various levels. 

II. THE AIM OF THE STUDY 

1. Identify the values of some biomechanical variables for the player and the ball when performing the 
shooting skill by jumping in front of the hand ball with the research sample. 

2. To know the accuracy of the skill performance when performing the shooting skill by jumping forward 
with the hand ball of the research sample. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Since the selection of the appropriate approach to research any problem depends on the nature of the problem 
itself, so the researchershas taken the descriptive approach for its suitability to solve the research problem and to 
achieve its objectives, The research sample included some players of Basra Municipality's handball club 2020-
2021 AD, whose number is (8) players, because they are of high level, and their percentage (50%) from the 
original community of (16) players. In order to ensure the homogeneity of the sample in the variables that may 
affect the course of the experiment, the researchersconducted a statistical treatment using the coefficient of 
variation and it appeared that all the values of the coefficient of variation were less than 30% ( 3), Which indicates 
the homogeneity of the individuals of the research sample in the variable. Anthropometry variables for this value 
is indicating homogenic sampling as (Arithmetic Mean/Standard Deviation) ratio for the variables are as follow: 

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡ℎ (187.5/2.10) 

𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (78.6/2.54)  

𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒 (25.4/2.34) 

𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑔𝑔𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒 (13.4/1.80) 

The test used by research: Test name Dhurgham test, measuring the accuracy of the forward-jumping shooting 
skill (4) 

The researchersconducted an exploratory experiment on 10/4/2020 AD on a sample of Naft Al Janoub players, 
totaling (4) players, and the purpose of which was to identify the appropriateness of the measurements made by 
the researchersin addition to identifying the required measurements between the corrected player and the 
defending player. And determine the point or place from which the performance is performed, The 
researchersconducted the main experiment for a period of two days on 12-11 / 10/2020 AD at the Naft Al Janoub 
Sports Club hall in Basra Governorate on some players of Basra City with handball for the category of applicants, 
where the players were photographed while performing the aiming attempts, the researchersused two video 
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cameras. The researchersused a SONY video camera, number (2), made in Korea, with a frequency of (100) 
pictures per second, and the first camera was placed at a distance of (6.40 m) from the field of movement of the 
player and at a height (1.27 m) measured from the ground to the focus of the camera lens On the right side of the 
right player, through which the variables of the player are fully identified, while the second camera was placed on 
the right side of the player to identify the variables of the ball until the moment it entered the goal, where it was 
placed inside the field and close to the side line of the stadium and at a distance of (8 m) and at a height (1.30 m) 
measured from the ground to the focus of the camera lens, which included tracking the ball's variables until it 
entered the goal (squares). 

 
Figure 1.It Shows the Location of the Player's Performance of the Front-to-end Shooting Skill and the Position of the 

Cameras 

Computer analysis (kinetic performance), upon biomechanical analysis, should determine the goal of the skill to 
be studied. “One of the first steps in biomechanical analysis is to define the basic goal of the motor skill, or as it 
is called, the mechanical goal of the skill. Without clarity and defining the goal of the skill, it is not possible to 
evaluate the effectiveness of its performance” (5), so The researchersdid the following: 

1 / Converting the movie from Sony's imaging memory to DVD using a computer (Pentium 4) in order to 
facilitate the analysis steps. 

2 / The movie was stored in the form of files inside the calculator with speed2.4CORE 2 DUOE)) RAM 2 GIGA 
BIT. And then transfer these files to the program (dart fish) version VI, which is installed on the calculator, and 
this program is dedicated to the analysis of mathematical movements, and as in the figure below: 
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Figure 2.Explains the Interface of the Program (Dart fish) 

The biomechanical variables were calculated as follows: 

1. Approach speed: It is the result of dividing the horizontal distance traveled by the player during the last 
two steps by its time, measured in meters / second. 

2. Pushing time: It is the limited period from the moment of the first increase in the values of the knee joint 
after reaching the maximum flexion to the moment of reaching its full extension, i.e. the last image of the 
player contacting the ground and is measured by the second. 

3. Ball velocity: It is measured by calculating the distance between the center point of the ball at a certain 
point and another point after (5) images divided by the time of transmission of the ball center between 
two points, and it is measured in meters / second. 

4. The kinetic energy of the ball = 0.5 mass x the square of its velocity (6 ) 

5. Accuracy / Time Index: The total performance scores obtained by the tester divided by the time of its 
performance, and the greater the score, the higher the accuracy, and you get the time of the ball from the 
moment the ball is thrown to the point it reaches the goal. 

Accuracy = ideal performance (degree) / performance time (minutes or seconds) (7) 

The data were analyzed statistically by statistical bag (spss) version (21) to extract. 

1. The arithmetic mean 

2. Standard deviation 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The data analysis for this study is the backbone to indicate the scientific quantitative and qualities indexes which 
can approve the acceptance or rejection of the resultant values(8)After the data were processed statistically, the 
results appeared, which are shown in Table (1). 

No Biomechanical Variables measuring unit Mean Standard Deviation 
1 Approach speed m / s 4.096 0.143 
2 Impulse time s 0.224 0.004 
3 Speed ball m / s 24.785 0.630 
4 The kinetic energy of the ball Jules 31.049 0.921 
5 Accuracy / time indicator Degree / s 16.045 0.590 
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1. Approach Speed 

The researchersbelieves that the greater the distance, the greater the speed of approaching, so that the player can 
increase his speed through an increase in the length of the step in a short period of time in addition to an increase 
in the output of the thrust during the period of time by overcoming the moment of his inertia and thus the increase 
is done with the speed and the researchersbelieves that The performance requirements impose on the player to 
approach faster than the time period to take advantage of the speed and convert it through the kinetic transfer 
process from the lower part to the upper part represented by the arm and then to the tool which is the ball so it is 
required on him in addition to that that the use of approach speed in this case is according to the requirements of 
the situation The defensive situation faced by the player and what imposes him on him is the defense situation of 
the opposing team and the area he is trying to shoot, as in some cases the player is forced to shoot in the lower 
areas and sometimes in the upper areas where the defensive situation is important and large for the correction 
area in addition to the position taken by the goalkeeper And how close and far from the goal line is, and that this 
speed increase will be evident in the case of prolonging the approximate steps while preserving the amount of 
time and mentioning Salman's success. The increase in the approach speed occurs as a result of the change in the 
final step distance in proportion to the mechanical requirements of the uplift stage for the purpose of lowering the 
center of gravity of the body before the rise stage to facilitate the diversion of the body's path from as well as 
increasing the amounts of impediment in the frontal support to suit the increase in the approaching speed ( 9 )  

2. Impulse Time 

The researchersbelieves that the speed of approach has a major role in reducing the time of support and 
propulsion by increasing the amount of movement, so this stage is of great importance as it takes place from the 
moment of increase in the values of the knee joint, i.e. from the moment of extending the knee joint after the 
amount of obstruction or braking to the moment it leaves the ground, which is done according to A specific 
mechanism by which the center of gravity of the body of the player who is aiming is converted from the 
horizontal direction to two speeds in the horizontal and vertical direction, and thus there is a loss of speed or a 
loss of the amount of movement where the less time, the less the lost speed and the process of converting the 
horizontal speed to the resultant speed is good and an indication of a process Indicator of good movement of 
movement, and Adel Mohamed Rushdie indicates that momentum means exerting force in the least possible time 
to change the momentum of the body from one direction to another, as happens when pushing the ground by foot 

(10 ), Where the relationship of thrust is a direct relationship with force and inversely with time, the more time, the 
less driving force, and this is an indication that the speed is low, and the shorter the time, the good and the great 
force, the speed is high. In order to preserve the largest amount of energy and invest it in motor performance ( 11 ), 
This means that the thrust time is less than it is, and the researchersbelieves that the push time for them is greater 
and this is due to the momentum possessed by the player's body, which works to convert the speed into a 
resultant velocity, trying to reduce the time to maintain the speed and reduce the lost speed during this stage. 

3. Speed Ball 

The researchersbelieves that the trunk has a major role in the increase in the flexion of the trunk at a moment and 
the role it plays in the correction process through the kinematic transmission process from the moment the foot 
left the ground to the moment of correction and the ball left the player's hand where during the pulling the arm 
back, the trunk will store energy in this large part, transforming To a potential energy stored in it and when it 
reaches the maximum twisting of the trunk by pulling the arm, then the potential energy is converted into kinetic 
energy to be used in the aiming process, transferring the kinetic energy to the aiming arm and then to the tool (the 
ball) and as a result of this role, i.e. the process of transformation with kinetic energy. Latent and then kinetic, 
through which the torso is bent and according to the amount of velocity achieved by the aiming arm, the more the 
arm is fast, the more the angle of the hip joint is low, i.e. there is an inverse proportion between the energy stored 
in the trunk and the angle of the hip at the moment of correction and thus transferred to the aiming arm and then 
to the aiming arm which is considered a summary The stages that the player goes through in terms of 
approximate steps, rise and then correction, it is necessary to master the skill well in order for the outcome of the 
process to be good, the more the speed of the ball is large km The probability of hitting the goal was great 
conditional on accuracy, which is considered one of the most important factors affecting the correction. 

4. The Kinetic Energy of the Ball 

The researchersbelieves that this variable depends heavily on the ball's velocity variable, so the higher the speed 
of the ball is, the higher the kinetic energy output is, the fact that the mass of the object is fixed and does not 
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change, so the kinetic energy is large because the approach speed is large and thus affects the amount of the ball’s 
velocity during correction, which is the energy output The kinematic is large, that is, the proportion is directly 
proportional between both the velocity of the ball and the kinetic energy of the ball. This is what Hachim Shani 
referred to as the law of kinetic energy = half the mass of an object multiplied by the square of its velocity (12 

),And the researchersbelieves that the interpretation of this may be because the speed comes from dividing the 
distance by time, meaning that the speed is directly proportional to the distance and inversely with time, and since 
time was its inverse relationship with the degree of rulers and it is inversely proportional to the speed, the 
distance was that which affected the amount Speed negative correlation ( 13 ) 

5. Accuracy / Time Indicator 

The researchersbelieves that this variable depends greatly on the accuracy of the correction on the goal, which 
depends on the result of entering the ball into the goal. Significantly, whenever the result of the match is good, 
and thus leads to the team winning as a result of the number of goals entering the goal legally and without errors, 
and the time variable is one of the parties to the equation, which is highly influential Brown, et al Saying The 
accuracy and good speed of the ball mean that there are appropriate conditions for a player to obtain these two 
variables ( 14 ), Dhurgham Abdul Salam (2014) points out that the player needs to have a high level of accuracy in 
the implementation of the proximity of the attacking player to the goal as he tries to reduce the distance between 
the area from which the player and the goal, which is an important factor and the main handball, the closer the 
distance, the more likely the success Shoot more ( 15 ). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have concluded the following: 

1. It was found through the biomechanical variables that the research sample possesses good qualifications 
in performing the skill of shooting by jumping forward and thus their results were good. 

2. The research sample did not have an acceptable level in the accuracy index variable due to the fact that 
the goal-hit accuracy results were weak, which led to a low level of accuracy index indication despite the 
fact that Time ratio they have good. 

3. The sample level may be average from a mechanical point of view, but in terms of accuracy it is almost 
weak according to the results obtained by the researchers. 
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